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Selected Articles: Manchester Saga: Cui Bono?

By Global Research News
Global Research, May 31, 2017

In the quest for truth and the zest of bringing it out, Global Research introduces to you a
number of incisive articles on the Manchester terror attack.

Unspoken questions should now be answered.  According to John Pilger, information is being
“suppressed to protect the secrets of British foreign policy”. 

In the words of Prof. Michel Chossudovsky:

” The established consensus is that the role of a government is to protect its people. That
myth has to be sustained. The media’s role is to ensure that the truth does not trickle down
to the broader public”.

*     *     *

Paris, Brussels, Nice, Berlin, Manchester… The Role of “Massive Casualty Producing Events”.
The Roadmap to a Police State?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, May 28, 2017

Most people in Western countries are unaware that their own governments  are supporting
and funding the terrorists.

When France provides  (covert)  military  aid  to  both  the Libya Islamic  fighting Group (LIFG)
and ISIS-Daesh in Syria, does this not suggest that the French government might at some
future date be “held accountable” for the terror attacks in Paris and Nice (allegedly carried
out by the ISIS), which have resulted in the deaths of innocent civilians?

Terror in Britain: What Did the Prime Minister Know? 

By John Pilger, May 31, 2017

The unsayable in Britain’s general election campaign is this. The causes of the Manchester
atrocity,  in  which  22  mostly  young  people  were  murdered  by  a  jihadist,  are  being
suppressed to protect the secrets of British foreign policy. 
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Prior  Knowledge  of  Attack:  Truth  Revealed:  British  Intelligence  Received  Warnings  of
Manchester Bomber Attack from US

By Laura Tiernan, May 30, 2017

There  appears  now  to  be  a  reason  why  officials  in  the  USA  were  able  to  name  the
Manchester Arena suicide bomber within four hours of the event. The FBI knew exactly who
the perpetrator was and were able to leak huge amounts of data to the American press,
much to the vocal frustration of British intelligence.

Manchester’s Dead: Victims of British “Regime Change” Operations in the Middle East

By Robert Stevens, May 29, 2017

Given Abedi’s connections and his travel movements leading up to the attack, the only
explanation for him being able to remain at large for so long is that he was a protected
asset—part of a broad network of operatives utilised by Britain and the US to conduct their
nefarious operations in the Middle East.

Manchester Bomber, Salman Abedi, Linked to Libyan ISIS – “Libyan Dawn”, Hillary’s “Libyan
Rebels”

By Sundance, May 29, 2017

Today the links emerge between the Manchester bomber, Salman Abedi (22), and these
extremist  forces  within  Libya.   It  appears  the bombing attack against  the Manchester
concert venue was directed and coordinated by the family of Abedi and their close contacts
within Libya including his father Ramadan Abedi who was arrested earlier today.

Manchester’s Known Wolf: Watched by MI5 with Ties to NATO-Backed Terror in Libya – What
Does It All Mean?

By Shawn Helton, May 29, 2017

Is the Manchester attack simply blowback from security operations gone awry – or is it more
likely that this latest terror event provides further evidence of complicity on behalf of West
in the ‘War On Terror’ era?

*     *     *
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Truth in media is a powerful instrument.

Global Research is a small team that believes in the power of information and analysis to
bring about far-reaching societal change including a world without war.

Consider Making a Donation to Global Research 
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